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thank you for trying to help me access the bios. i am sorry i can not get into it without the
password. perhaps you can provide me with the password. i can get into bios through the
windows if i am able to bypass the password somehow, but i don't know how to do that.
other than that i do not know how to get to the bios through the hard drive. i have tried

resetting the jumper, but it has not worked so far. do you know any other suggestions as to
how to get into the bios without the password? well, i do not know what you mean by a

dummy battery. i am assuming you mean the battery that you remove from the
motherboard. no, i do not have a dummy battery, nor do i own any dummy batteries. i just
buy a new battery to replace the original one. the original battery is still in my computer.

maybe you should remove the motherboard and look at it. if you are really concerned about
having a real battery be removed, you could buy one online. thank you for contacting hp

care and support. are you sure there is a password on your laptop? does the power have to
be on for this? i would recommend removing the battery. are you on vista or xp or other

operating system? go to the hp press releases section on their website and click on support
and training to download manuals and support information related to your computer. if you
don't have a hp laptop, there's a section under hp offices and services called support and

training to access support information and manuals for the probook line of laptops. click on
the support and training tab on the hp website and you'll find a section for probooks.
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